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Dr. Robert Epstein: Google bias shifted at least 6

million votes!

Harvard-trained Democrat discloses findings from 2020 election research

Donald Trump speaking at a campaign rally in Phoenix, Arizona, in June 2016 (Gage

Skidmore, Wikimedia Commons)

Google's search-engine manipulation in the 2020 election could have shifted a

minimum of 6 million votes to Democrat Joe Biden, according to research

psychologist Dr. Robert Epstein.

The Harvard-trained researcher, a Democratic voter, told Fox News' Tucker

Carlson Monday night he had 733 field agents in the swing states of Arizona,

North Carolina and Florida collecting data.

"Google search results were strongly

biased in favor of liberals and

Democrats," he said. "This was not
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true on Bing or Yahoo."

The researchers collected 500,000

election-related searches, which is

about 30 times more data than his

team collected in 2016. They found

four years ago, as WND reported in an

interviews with Epstein, that biased

results generated by Google's search

algorithm likely impacted undecided

voters in a way that gave at least 2.6

million votes to Hillary Clinton and as many as 10.4 million.

Epstein noted the bias "was being shown to pretty much every demographic

group we looked at, including conservatives."

"Conservatives got slightly more bias in their search results than liberals did.

How do you account for that?" he asked.

The researchers also found what he called a "smoking gun."

"We found a period of days when the

vote reminder on Google’s homepage

was being sent only to liberals — not

one of our conservative field agents

received a vote reminder during those

days," he said.

After going public with the findings,

Google "backed off," said Epstein

"They literally shut off that

manipulation that night, and so for

four days before the election they were showing vote reminders to everyone,
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finally," he said.

"The bottom line at the moment is that these manipulations, the ones that we've

so far quantified, could easily have shifted at least 6 million votes in just one

direction."

He said that figure is the "bare mininum" in which he can be confident.

"The maximum we haven’t even begun to estimate that yet because we have so

much data to look at," he said.

Epstein said he has field agents monitoring the two Georgia runoff elections that

will decide the majority in the U.S. Senate.

'Supporter of democracy'

In an interview with WND in August, Epstein outlined the statistical evidence he

has accumulated from more than seven years of research, internal documents,

emails, videos and the testimony of whistleblowers.

He emphasized to WND he is not a

Trump supporter but a "supporter of

democracy." He wanted Joe Biden to

win, but wanted the election to be fair,

recognizing that in the future the tech

giants could put their massive power

behind a candidate who is not of his

choice.

Epstein – who was famed behavioral

psychologist B.F. Skinner's last Ph.D. student at Harvard – has been a research

psychologist for nearly 40 years. He has served in various editorial positions at

Psychology Today magazine and Scientific American MIND. He's the author of

15 books and more than 300 scientific and mainstream articles on artificial
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Google CEO Sundar Pichai testifies in a

House hearing Dec. 11, 2018 (video

screenshot)

intelligence and other topics.

In testimony one year ago to the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on the

Constitution, he emphasized he is "not a conservative."

"I am here today for three reasons: to explain why Google presents a serious

threat to democracy and human autonomy, to explain how passive monitoring

systems can protect us both now and in the future from companies like Google,

and to tell you how Congress can immediately end Google’s worldwide monopoly

on search."

He found in 2016 that biased results

generated by Google's search

algorithm likely impacted undecided

voters in a way that gave at least 2.6

million votes to Hillary Clinton.

He based that on his preservation of

more than 13,000

election-related searches conducted by

a diverse group of Americans on

Google, Bing, and Yahoo in the weeks leading up to the election.

Google search results were significantly biased in favor of Clinton, he found, in

all 10 positions on the first page of search results in both blue states and red

states.

Epstein said he knows the number of votes that shifted because he conducted

dozens of controlled experiments in the U.S. and other countries that measure

precisely how opinions and votes shift when search results favor one candidate,

cause or company.

He calls the shift "SEME," for the Search Engine Manipulation Effect.
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'Ephemeral experience'

His first scientific paper on SEME was published in the Proceedings of the

National Academy of Sciences in 2015. SEME, he noted, also has been replicated

by a research team at one of the Max Planck Institutes in Germany.

Epstein warned that SEME is one of the most powerful forms of influence ever

discovered in the behavioral sciences, particularly because it is invisible to

people, or subliminal, in effect.

"It leaves people thinking they have made up their own minds, which is very

much an illusion," he told the Senate Committee. "It also leaves no paper trail

for authorities to trace. Worse still, the very few people who can detect bias in

search results shift even farther in the direction of the bias, so merely being able

to see the bias doesn't protect you from it."

SEME, he said, is an example of an "ephemeral experience," deliberately

engineered to change someone's thinking.

Epstein noted to WND that Google internal emails leaked to the Wall Street

Journal showed the company created "ephemeral experiences" to change

people's views about Trump's ban on travel from terrorist nations.

"These companies understand what's at stake and that's why they are being so

brazen," he said. "If they are brazen about Breitbart, imagine what they are

doing with ephemeral experiences and search results."

He also pointed to the power of YouTube's manipulation of videos through its

"up-next" algorithm, which pushes to users subsequent videos of YouTube's

choice.

Some 70% of videos people watch on YouTube are suggested by its up next

algorithm, Epstein said.
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He and his team are studying and measuring the power that algorithm possesses

to influence votes and opinions.

"If a platform wants to shift people's views and votes, you can't counteract what

they're doing," he said. "In most cases, you can't even see what they are doing –

unless you are monitoring."

Epstein said a member of the Senate committee asked him for questions to pose

to the Big Tech CEOs on Wednesday.

"Generally speaking they are not asking the right questions," he said of the

lawmakers.

Epstein said he could give some of the CEOs, including Google parent Alphabet's

Sundar Pichai, "a stroke on live TV ... because I know the truth."

"It's not just I know the numbers, but I've been talking to whistleblowers for

quite a while and talking about people who are considering becoming

whistleblowers," Epstein said.

He believes a significant way to hold the tech titans accountable is for states to

bring charges for illegal in-kind contributions.

"If you are Facebook sending targeted messages only to Democrats to vote, that

is a massive in-kind campaign contribution that is illegal," he contended.

'Debunked' study?

Last August, as WND reported, President Trump spotlighted Epstein's study

concluding Google manipulated millions of votes in favor of Hillary Clinton in

2016.

The former secretary of state responded, contending the study had been

"debunked."
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Hillary Clinton speaking at the Brown &

Black Presidential Forum at Sheslow

Auditorium at Drake University in Des

Moines, Iowa, Jan. 11, 2016 (Gage

Skidmore, Wikimedia Commons)

Epstein fired back on Twitter, stating

"to my knowledge no credible

authority has ever 'debunked' either

my 2016 and 2018 election monitoring

projects or my controlled studies on

internet influence."

Epstein pointed out his "2016

monitoring findings were based on an

analysis of 13,207 election-related

searches, along with the 98,044 web

pages to which the search results

linked."

He said the "pro-Hillary bias was significant at the .001 level."

In his testimony to the Senate in July, Epstein warned that Google is working to

ensure that Trump does not win reelection in 2020.

In an interview with WND in December 2018, Epstein pointed to a video leaked

in September 2018 that showed Google executives at their first weekly meeting

after the election of Donald Trump in 2016 exhibiting panic and dismay while

expressing their determination to thwart the new administration's agenda as

well as the emerging global populist movement.

"You heard people saying it. It's not my imagination," Epstein said.

Noting again that he voted for Clinton, he told WND, "I don’t care whether I

share those values or not, a private company not elected by the people should

not have that kind of power."

But Google has that power in 200 countries around the world, not just in the

U.S., he noted.
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"That's obscene," Epstein said.

He estimated that the outcomes of about 25% of elections around the world are

being determined by Google’s search algorithm.

Google not politically neutral

A senior software engineer at Google admitted in a July 2019 interview with

Project Veritas that the tech giants are not politically neutral and that his

company manipulates search algorithms "to do what we want them to do."

"It's time to decide, do we run the technology, or does the technology run us?"

said Greg Coppola, who worked on artificial intelligence and the popular Google

Assistant software.

"Are we going to just let the biggest tech companies decide who wins every

election from now on?"

After the interview was published, Google put Coppola on administrative leave.

Project Veritas asked Coppola about CEO Pichai's testimony to Congress in

December 2018 in which he insisted Google's algorithms are politically

unbiased.

Coppola began by expressing his respect for Sundar as a manager and noted that

the Google Assistant on which he works, the counterpart to Apple's Siri, "really

doesn't have a political bias."

However, regarding Google's algorithms, he said it's "ridiculous to say that

there's no bias."

"I think everyone who supports anything other than the Democrats, anyone

who's pro-Trump or in any way deviates from what CNN and the New York

Times are pushing, notices how bad it is," he said.
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